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The Longest Papal Conclave Ever - Business Insider
1: a private meeting or secret assembly especially: a meeting
of Roman Catholic cardinals secluded continuously while
choosing a pope The conclave elected the new pope on the fifth
ballot. The etymology of conclave begs this question as the
word comes from a Latin term meaning.
NASSCOM Global Capability Centers Conclave - Bengaluru, India
Borrowed from French conclave, from Latin conclave (“room that
may be locked The group of Roman Catholic cardinals locked in
a conclave until they elect a.
Conclave | Definition of Conclave by Merriam-Webster
A papal conclave is a meeting of the College of Cardinals
convened to elect a Bishop of Rome, also known as the pope.
The pope is considered by Roman.

Electing a Pope: how does the Conclave actually work? | The
Independent
Conclave: Conclave, (from Latin cum clave, “with a key”), in
the Roman Catholic Church, the assembly of cardinals gathered
to elect a new pope and the system.
Policy Conclave | Indian School of Business (ISB)
Pope Benedict's resignation has set in motion the
centuries-old process of electing a new pope - known as the
Conclave.
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after another seven ballots, no result is achieved, voting is
suspended once more, the address being delivered by the senior
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